Urban centers need small-size sweepers and litter vacuums to effectively meet their growing litter control challenges. 
(sidewalks and curbs, alleys, bike and pedestrian lanes, parks, public markets, alongside buildings, parking lots, etc.)

* Madvac is the only North American manufacturer of compact outdoor cleaning vehicles
* 30+ years existence
* Largest dealer network in its category across the United States and Canada
* Sourcewell (formerly NJPA) awarded contract vendor
* Each unit built according to North American standards
* Simple mechanical design, easy access to all critical components
* Spare parts shipped within 48 hrs
* All units easy to operate, no CDL required
* LN/LR50 litter vacuums now available 100% electric
* Lithium-Ion batteries can be charged on standard wall socket 120/240 volts
* All Madvac units shipped fully assembled, ready for use
* Built to handle poor climate conditions including rain
* Each model compacts litter by a ratio of 2 to 1
* Straight-through suction system makes it impossible for litter to jam the fan
* All Madvac vehicles can vacuum litter that is dry, humid or wet

www.madvac.com